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Thames Valley Police Headquarters,
07th February 2021
Oxford Road,
Kidlington,
OX5 2NX
Thames Valley Chief Constable: John Campbell. Mr Francis Habgood (retired)
Dear Chief Constable,
I just found out Francis Habgood retired as I last dropped him a letter in February of 2018 and I may have said it
would be the last so I smile as I write. I hope he is having a more relaxed and peaceful retirement than we have had
the last 5½ years, but truly this will be the last Mr Campbell. Dominic Grieve QCMP eventually assisted forcing the
covering up VOA Chief Executive Melissa Tatton to have to respond as they would not respond to us. She broke the
Civil Service Code of Conduct, she wasn’t honest, but they have been breaching it for years, she has now “stepped
down “
The old boys club, or in Mrs Tattons case the old girls club one presumes obtained another taxpayer funded post
with Ofcom, but at least she didn’t get back to H.M.R.C where she held a senior position and Jim Harra the Head
now of H.M.R.C said he was sorry to see her go. Well we were not and she and her predecessor Penny Ciniewicz
both knew what was happening to homeowners & tenants and now our businesses, but worse, even before her
staff arrived in our community in 2015 to scam and abuse us where needed. And abuse we experienced, our
incapacitated and innocent neighbour & us
The avenue to seek justice via our Police (blocked), the Magistrates (gagged) Parliament couldn’t help due to
(protocols) so remain inactive, the peoples complains path (corrupted) our Government (silent & inactive) the High
Court we were fraudulently forced to via rigged colluding Tribunals (unaffordable) so easy to understand how the
V.O.A have been getting away with these scams, they have been invulnerable from the people the Homeowners
haven’t they? We haven’t seen our new MP for a year now, who has been as silent as the grave. How do we know
the covering up is not just carrying on, we don’t and enough is enough I think.
Those who were swindled and are paying goodness knows how much extra, given our examples £450 a month up
from about £225 and the many thousands upon thousands of pounds being extorted from our friends and
neighbours for 47 years over at the Farm. And later their bank accounts were cleared out, that time a civilian scam,
yes they have been unfortunate and too trusting, but after over a year all those funds have been restored by the
Bank but again not without a bit of stress and a fight.
The VOA forcing those who raise any form of protest, but you only just need to ask a few questions to be channelled
to one of their corrupt Tribunals forced to a “point of law” but it was lawlessness, what hard working family, tenants
could take them to the High Court, but our National Supermarkets & food shops combining together and on behalf
of hundreds of small England shops, did didn’t they? It’s only gone this long as I felt strongly about the public’s trust
and respect for our Civil Service and our Public Servants but that has all gone now and its out to the people lock,
stock and all the very unsavoury bits as fraud is rarely without some and you would know Chief Constable.
Keep well John Campbell and you too Nigel and thanks once more to that young constable at Maidenhead those
years back, at least he was sympathetic and understanding. albeit a bit taken aback of our circumstances as he too
was a council taxpayer he said, when after a few days he informed me you chaps were essentially handcuffed to the
railings and could do nothing, my words not his, as termed “civil” but civil it hasn’t been.
Yours Sincerely

Mr & Mrs N R Gardiner & Mr & Mrs AF Bosher

